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P]IEUMATIC TEilOilERS
Normally on a single-ended tenoner the work_
piece clamp and table are both operated manually
and, in consequence, output varies in accordancã
with the capabilities of the operator. Because ofthe physical effort expended operator fatigue
progressively increases bringing with it a lack
of vigilance which has a marked effect on output,
accuracy and safefy,

On the Pneumatic Tenoners, types SC/p/E and Rp/p/E,
the timber clamping and table movements are auto_
mated, thus relieving the operator of all manual effort
except loading and unloading. In addition a pr.ecise,
mechanically-controlled powered wor.k cycle is estab_
lished, and this in itself promot"s a rno.e consistent
and higher level of efficiency.
The machine tables with pneumatic clamping can,
however, be operated by hand in the conventional
manner for setting-up or special jobs without any
increased load due to the pneumatic details.
The automatic sequence is triggered pneumatically
(after once pressing the "Start" button) and the various
operations lollow immediately, one upon the other,
without the pauses and consequent reduced output
associated with hand operation. Whilst the tenoner. is
operating automatically, the operator, in many cases,
is able to stack the finished timber and oick up ihe next
one to be machined, thus speeding-up reloading and
output.
The operator ol an SC/p/E or Rp/p/E is consequently
able to reach a much higher level of production than
is possible on a hand-oper.ated machiné and, moreover,
he is able to maintain this higher level thr.oughout the
rvorking day.

The machines are gener.ally as descri':ed in the nrain
leaflets (type SC/E, No. 257; type Rp/E, No. 272),
with the lollowing exceptions, viz:
CLAMPS
Type SC/P/8. In place of the stanclard eccentric clamp
two pneumatic cylinders are provided. These can be
set, independently ol each other, in ar-ry position across
the width of the table. No vertical adjustnrent is
provided, the stroke of the cylinders being long enough
to cover fol timber thicknesses from 0-6 in. (0_152 mm.)
plus clearances for loading and unloading. Tl.re clamp
faces are drilled and countersunk to ailow wooden
clamping pieces to be fitted.
Type RP/P/E. Vertical clamping pressure is provided
!¡_tw9 short-stroke pneumatic cylinders acting on a
full table-width rubber-faced clamp bar. The clamp
assembly is quickly adjustable lor different thicknesses
of timber.
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A third cylinder is incorporated in the adjustable
bridge plate in the table on both machines to hold
timber firmly against the fence.
All three cylinders operate simultaneously and are of
the "fail safe" type, i.e., they retain a positive grip on
the timber even in the event of an emergency loss of
air pressure or electrical power.
TABLE TRAVERSE. The table has a variable speed
cutting stroke and a constant high speed return. A
pneumatic cylinder actuates the table movement via
a chain operating close to and parallel with the table
rail adjacent to the tenoning headstocks. The chain
engages with a chainwheel fitted to the table. When the
machine is set to work automatically, the chainwheel
is locked so that the table moves with the chain.
The chainwheel can be released to leave the table free
to move by hand when setting-up, and can then be
locked in place to give the appropriate starting position
for the table to suit the section of timber. An adjustable
pneumatic trip valve is fitted to allow the stroke length
to be varied as required. Thus the stroke and conse-
quently the time taken per working cycle are kept to an
absolute minimum.
PNEUMATIC CONTROLS. A control panel at the
lront ol the machine groups together the controls
needed for automatic or manual operation. These
consist ol a "Manual/Automatic" selector switch, a
"Start" button and a "Recall" button.
When setting-up the machine, the selector switch is
turned to "Manual." The "Start" button, when
pressed, brings into operation the pneumatic clamps
but not the auto-feed for the table. The "Recall"
button releases the clamps. Thus the machine can be
used as a hand-fleed machine with pneumatic clamping.
For power operation, the selector switch is turned to
"Auto." On pressing the "Start" button the automatic
cycle begins. The clamps grip the timber and the
cutting stroke commences. On completion of the
cutting stroke the table quickly returns to the loading
position at which the clamps immediately release the
timber. The automatic cycle can be interrupted to stop
the cutting stroke by pressing the "Recall" button.
The table then immediately returns to the loading
point. The only stationary position for the table is at
the loading point.
DUAL FENCES (for machine type SC/P/E only). If
required, dual fences can be provided so that two
pieces of timber can be tenoned at each working
stroke. The side-pressure cylinder in this case is pro-
vided with two independently-adjustable pressure pads.
SPEC¡FICATION. The capacities, etc., of the Pneu-
matic Tenoners are identical to those ol the correspond-
ing standard tenoners. Complete specifications are
listed in the main leaflets.
CODE woRD. For machines fltted with pneumatic
clamps and table movement - to code word of mach-
ine add EPPSC.

Type RPIPIE
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Illustralions are not bínding as to detail but may be taken as
conveyíng generally correct representations of our machines,
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